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When our pedagogy or scholarship 
involves challenging the status quo, 
especially on behalf of historically 
marginalized students, some people will 
go to extreme measures to silence us… 
(Gutiérrez, 2017, Journal of Urban Mathematics Education)



Mathematics operates as 
whiteness
● 1) When the contributions of all groups are not 

represented or acknowledged (e.g., when 
people think only of White men as 
mathematicians)

● 2) Mathematics = norm/standard in society = 
whiteness

See in particular:  
Gutiérrez, R.  (2013).  Why (urban) mathematics teachers need political knowledge.  
Journal of Urban Mathematics Education, 6(2), 7-19. 

Gutiérrez, R.  (2015).  Nesting in Nepantla:  The importance of maintaining tensions in 
our work.  In Joseph, N. M., Haynes, C. & Cobb, F. (eds.), Interrogating Whiteness and 
relinquishing power: White faculty’s commitment to racial consciousness in STEM 
classrooms, (pp. 253-282).  New York:  Peter Lang. 



“Teaching Math is Racist”



And the backlash ensued



But, this attack was not really on 
me
● Attack on all of us who unapologetically stand up for the rights of 

people who are Black, Indigenous, Latinx, Muslim, 
undocumented, who identify as LGBTQIA, or who are labeled 
with “disabilities.”

● “Slow violence” happening to tons of teachers/scholars on the 
ground (in schools, in classrooms, in manuscript reviews, in 
tenure files)—”Where’s the math?”  “Don’t bring your politics”

● Others
◦ Dr. Piper Harron  (White supremacy, patriarchy & mathematics)
◦ TODOS/NCSM (Social justice statement)
◦ Dr. Luis Leyva (mathematics, whiteness, & heteronormativity)
◦ Job announcements at Texas State, Kennesaw State (preference for 

candidates who addresses social justice)

◦ Dr. Laurie Rubel (meritocracy and mathematics)



We stood together
● Professional organizations created public 

statements
● Individuals blogged & created hashtags
● People developed petitions and wrote to 

administrators
● Universities used it as a teachable moment
● New alliances were created
● People offered resources for supporting public 

scholars under attack
● Mathematicians invited mathematics education 

scholars to speak/write
● Journals decided to publish commentaries or 

dedicate space to special issues to continue dialogue
● A group created a useful website that pulls 

everything together



Equitymathed.wordpress.co
m

[MathEdCollective]





Equitymathed.wordpress.co
m

[MathEdCollective]





Ongoing Efforts
● Regular planning meetings
● Continued documentation of attacks (with 

mirrored pages)

● Intellectual Freedom Site
● Webinars for critical intellectuals
● More pop-up sessions
● Templates for writing to administrators
● Resources to share with everyday 

citizens
● Other things  ;-)


